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IntroductionIntroduction

Welcome to Conductor, Link Labs' cloud-based data-services platform. Conductor exposes RESTful application
program interfaces (APIs), which give account holders a simple interface to access their Symphony Link networks.
The APIs make it easy to build web-based applications to monitor and control machine-to-machine (M2M) and
internet-of-things (IoT) networks.

What is Conductor?What is Conductor?

Conductor is a suite of cloud-based services with the purposes of managing the configuration of and data used by
Symphony Link networks. The Conductor system is currently deployed inside Amazon Web Services ("the cloud"),
though it could in principle be deployed in any server farm. The system has been developed using a multitude of tools,
including:

• Java
• Spring Security
• Spring MVC
• Tomcat7
• Swagger (API documentation @ http://docs.conductor.link-labs.com)
• Mysql

Conductor contains several components, depicted in the following picture.

Components of ConductorComponents of Conductor

From the user's perspective, the most important component of Conductor is the ClientEdge. ClientEdge exposes an
API to read data collected by a Symphony Link network and send data to Symphony Link modules. The components of
Conductor perform the following jobs:

• AccessAccess -- Manages the permissions and accounts of users of Symphony Link networks.
• NetworkAssetNetworkAsset -- Manages the groupings of entities (gateways, repeaters, modules) within Symphony Link

networks. For example, NetworkAsset keeps track of which gateways are assigned to participate in a given
Symphony Link network, and which modules can communicate with those gateways.

• NetworkEdgeNetworkEdge -- The entry point from a gateway to Conductor. NetworkEdge manages registration of new
gateways and modules, manages uplink data flowing up from gateways, and manages downlink data flowing
down to modules.

• DataBrokerDataBroker -- Manages dataflows within Conductor, and manages long-term storage and short-term caching
of data.

http://docs.conductor.link-labs.com


• DataConsumerDataConsumer -- Manages data subscriptions.
• ClientEdgeClientEdge -- Provides and API to interact with Symphony Link networks. ClientEdge is used to query data

collected by Symphony Link networks, create/issue commands to specific modules, and request subscriptions
to monitor real-time dataflow.

How does Conductor talk to a Gateway?How does Conductor talk to a Gateway?

The connection between a Symphony Link gateway and Conductor is made between the Gateway Management
Applications (which runs locally on the gateway) and the NetworkEdge (which runs in Conductor). The gateway uses
the NetworkEdge RESTful API to send uplink data and to poll for downlink data.

Dataflow inside ConductorDataflow inside Conductor

The dataflow within Conductor is pictured above. Users can implement the ClientEdge API to query/send data or to
establish a subscription for "real-time" data exchange. Conductor uses Apache Kafka to broker publish-subscribe
messaging.



Users and CredentialsUsers and Credentials

User CreationUser Creation

A new Conductor User can create an account via Conductor's web-based user interface (UI) at conductor.link-labs.com.

While creating a new account, the user will be prompted to enter an email address and Device ID. The Device ID is the
MAC Address for Symphony Link devices and the IMEI for LTE Cat-M1 devices. Follow the instructions on the screen
and in your email to complete your registration.

Non-Enterprise Plan users are required to choose a plan and enter billing information to complete the registration
process. Enterprise Plan users should contact sales@link-labs.com to complete their registration.

http://conductor.link-labs.com/


User ManagementUser Management

A User is registered and a plan is selected, the User is assigned to a UserGroup, which associates the user with an
account. Authorities are granted to UserGroups, which allow the User to perform actions within the system. Other
Users can be added via the User tab on the lrft ribbon and by clicking "Add User" in the upper right hand corner.

See the Access article for more information on the Conductor Security Domain Model.



AccessAccess

This article explains the Security Domain Model used to control access to and within Conductor accounts.

UsersUsers

A User is an entity that can use a Conductor Account. A User is granted certain Authorities. Authorities determine the
actions the User can perform, the data the User can view, and the assets the User can control.

AccountAccount

An Account defines the domain of security, assets, and data for a group of Users. Every Account is unique and has at
least one User, usually the individual/entity who created the Account. New Users may be added to an existing Account
by an existing User of the Account (assuming that User holds the proper granted Authorities to add new Users).

UserGroupUserGroup

UserGroups are used to map Users to Policies. A User that is a member of a UserGroup is granted all the Authorities
defined by the Policies associated with the UserGroup.

A special type of UserGroup is created for each Account, which denotes the owners of that Account. No Policy is
needed for this type of UserGroup. Members of the owners UserGroup are granted all available Authorities for the
Account.

PolicyPolicy

A Policy is a set of Authorities. Policies are associated to a UserGroup to assign Users a set of Authorities.

AuthoritiesAuthorities

An Authority is an Operation-Resource pair that defines whether an Operation can be performed on a Resource.
Authorities are added to a Policy to grant permissions to Users. Examples include CREATE_User,

READ_uplinkPayloadData.

ResourcesResources

A Resource is an entity available within Conductor. Resources are defined in order to group certain functions and to
allow for those functions to be permitted via Authorities. Examples of Access Model Resources are Users, Accounts,
and Policies. Examples of Data Model Resources are uplinkPayloadData, and avgSignalMetadata.

OperationsOperations

An Operation is an action that can be executed on a Resource. Examples are CRUD operations (create, read, update,
delete). an Operation-Resource pair forms an Authority.



NetworkAssetsNetworkAssets

This article explains how Network Assets are separated into distinct groups by Conductor. Conductor identifies
groups of modules and groups of gateways using a token scheme. The system relies on two types of tokens:
Application Tokens and Network Tokens. Further separation of Nodes can be achieved using AssetGroups. These
concepts are discussed in this section.

ModulesModules

A module is associated with one Application TokenApplication Token, which is assigned to it by its user. Users can generate Application
Tokens within their Conductor accounts by using the Conductor UI. Application Tokens can also be generated via the
REST API by users with proper granted authorities.

Before a module can communicate with a Conductor account, it must register with the account by informing
Conductor of its Application Token. This registration process only needs to occur at the beginning of the module’s life,
but may occur as frequently as desired. Registration of the module is executed by transmitting the Application Token
over the air using the ll_config_set function of the ll_ifc_symphony library. For more information, refer to the applicable
Symphony Link Module user guide.

GatewaysGateways

Every gateway is registered to one Conductor account and is associated with one Network TokenNetwork Token. Initial registration of
a gateway is completed locally at the Gateway Admin Webpage (the gateway’s local webpage), which is pictured below.
Once a gateway is registered to an account, a user with proper granted authorities may change the Network Token
associated with the gateway using the Conductor UI.

For more information regarding initial registration of a gateway, refer to the applicable Symphony Link Gateway user
guide.

Application TokensApplication Tokens

An Application Token is an 80-bit unique identifier, used to identify a class of modules. Application Tokens provide
users a method to segregate data-flows logically. The intent is for all modules doing the same type of job -- for
example, reporting water flow-rate data -- to use the same Application Token.

Application Tokens are generated by users within a Conductor account. Navigate to the Application tab on the left
ribbon then click the "Add Application" button in the upper right hand corner. Modules use the Application Token to
register with the account (see the Modules section, above).



Network TokensNetwork Tokens

A Network Token is a 32-bit unique identifier, used to separate distinct Symphony Link networks. With the exception of
the OPEN Network Token (which is the default assigned to all factory-fresh gateways and modules), Network Tokens
are generated within a Conductor account using the Conductor UI.

All modules and gateways advertize a Network Token. A module and a gateway can communicate only if they both
advertize the same Network Token. The one exception to this rule is that any module can communicate with a
gateway that advertizes the OPEN Network Token.

The Network Token assigned to a gateway can be changed using the Conductor UI or by using the Client Edge API. The
Network Token assigned to a module is changed by using the ll_config_set function of the ll_ifc_symphony library. For
more information, refer to the applicable Symphony Link Module user guide.

To create an Network Token using the Conductor UITo create an Network Token using the Conductor UI

Navigate to the Network tab on the left ribbon then click the "Add Network" button in the upper right hand corner.
Add a Network name and select the devices that belong to this AssetGroup.



AssetGroupsAssetGroups

An AssetGroup is a logical grouping of Network Assets. AssetGroups provide a method to separate data-flows beyond
the capabilities afforded by Network and Application Tokens.

Consider the following example. An account-holder owns 10 modules, which are all being used to report water flow-
rate data. He therefore assigns the same “flow meter” Application Token to all 10 modules. However, 5 of the modules
are physically located at one facility (call it Facility A) and the remainder are located at another (Facility B). He might
therefore want to place the Facility A modules in one AssetGroup and the Facility B modules in another, to separate
the two data flows, even though all 10 modules share the same Application Token.

To create an AssetGroup using the Conductor UITo create an AssetGroup using the Conductor UI

Navigate to the Asset tab on the left ribbon then click the "Add AssetGroup" button in the upper right corner. Add an
AssetGroup name and select the devices that belong to this AssetGroup.



To create an AssetGroup using the Conductor APITo create an AssetGroup using the Conductor API

POST <NetworkAssetBase>/assetGroups
body application/json:
{

"account": {
"desc": "",
"href": "SecurityAccessBase/account/{}accountId}"

},
"assetGroupName": "FriendlyName}"

}

To query the AssetGroups owned by an AccountTo query the AssetGroups owned by an Account

GET <NetworkAssetBase>/assetGroups?accountid={accountId}

To add/remove a Node to/from an AssetGroupTo add/remove a Node to/from an AssetGroup

PATCH/DELETE <NetworkAssetBase>/assetGroup/{assetGroupId}/nodes
body application/json:
{

"href": "<NetworkAssetBase>/module/{module_nodeAddress}",
"desc": ""

}



To query all members of an AssetGroupTo query all members of an AssetGroup

GET <NetworkAssetBase>/assetGroup/{assetGroupId}



Alerts and NotificationsAlerts and Notifications

Creating and using AlertsCreating and using Alerts

This feature allows a user to set conditions tha alert the user via e-mail or SMS when triggered by an action. Alerts may
be set for any type of device.

The Alert Rule button is in the upper right hand corner.



Name the Alert and choose a notification option. It is possible to alert multiple email and phone numbers.



The alert should be visible on the device screen.



AuthenticationAuthentication

Authentication is the act of providing credentials along with a request to Conductor. Conductor then determines
whether the request is authorized. In general, requests made with invalid credentials are considered "unauthorized"
by Conductor, and result in an HTTP response code of 401.

If Conductor determines a request has been made with valid credentials, but that the authorities associated with those
credentials are inadequate for the request in question, then the request is considered forbidden and results in an
HTTP response code of 403.

To make an authenticated request, a client must make a request to conductor and provide credentials and authorizing
information with the request.

• If Conductor determines the credentials are valid and the provided authorities are adequate, a 2xx response
code is returned. The calling client may handle the response accordingly.

• Else if Conductor determines the credentials are valid but authorities are inadequate, a 403 response code is
returned.

• Else Conductor determines the credentials are invalid and a 401 response code is returned.

The following sections describe the mechanisms supported by Conductor to provide authentication of requests.

BasicAuthBasicAuth

BasicAuth facilitates authorization of Conductor requests within the scope of a single Conductor API (Conductor uses
many APIs). To implement BasicAuth, use the following steps:

1. Populate the HTTP request header with:

Authorization: Basic <credentials>

2. If validly authenticated, the HTTP response headers may contain a Set-Cookie with a JSESSIONIDJSESSIONID, which
may then be used in lieu of the Authorization request header on subsequent requests during the lifetime
of the session. Use of the JSESSIONIDJSESSIONID obviates the need for re-authentication during the lifetime of the
session.

The value of <credentials><credentials> used in the HTTP request header is specific to a particular username-password pair.
Calculate <credentials><credentials> using the following procedure:

1. Concatenate a valid username-password pair with a colon separator.
2. Obtain the ASCII bytes of the <username>:<password><username>:<password> concatentation.
3. Apply Base64 encoding to the ASCII bytes.

For example, the BasicAuth <credentials><credentials> for the username-password pair <myname>:<mypass><myname>:<mypass> becomes the
following after encoding in Base64:

<myname>:<mypass> = bXluYW1lOm15cGFzcw==

OAuth2OAuth2

OAuth2 facilitates authorization of Conductor requests within the scope of the entire suite of Conductor APIs. It
therefore acts as a "single sign on" service for Conductor.



In general, OAuth2 consists of a client providing credentials to an Authorization ServerAuthorization Server. Upon validation of the
credentials, the Authorization Server responds with a valid Access TokenAccess Token. Optionally, the response may include a
Refresh TokenRefresh Token, which may be used to obtain another Access Token once the previous one has expired. Once obtained,
the client provides the Access Token with each request to a secured Resource ServerResource Server. A Resource Server will
authenticate a new request as long as the provided Access Token is valid and unexpired. Each member of the suite of
Conductor APIs is a Resource Server within the context of OAuth2.

OAuth2 is implemented using the following procedure:

1. Provide username-password and client credentials to the Conductor Authorization Server via a request of
the following form:

POST: https://oauth2-conductor.link-labs.com/oauth/token
Content-Type: application/x-www-form-urlencoded
Request Body:
grant_type=password&username={user}&password={pass}&client_id={id}&client_secret={secret}

2. A valid request yields a JSON response containing an Access Token and a Refresh Token:

Response Body:
{

"access_token":"0bff3b89-1570-4470-a498-7b3cfbf0b971",
"token_type":"bearer",
"refresh_token":"f41fc298-c829-4a2a-998b-fa7e2fe30636",
"expires_in":86399,
"scope":"all"

}

3. To authenticate requests to Conductor APIs (a Resource Server), provide a valid Access Token using a
request header:

Authorization: Bearer <accessToken>

For example:

Authorization: Bearer 0bff3b89-1570-4470-a498-7b3cfbf0b971

4. If a request fails and Conductor returns an Unauthorized 401 response, a new Access Token may be
obtained by making a refresh request to the Conductor Authorization Server. The refresh request uses the
Refresh Token provided in the initial response from the Authorization Server:

POST: https://oauth2-conductor.link-labs.com/oauth/token
Content-Type: application/x-www-form-urlencoded
Request Body:
grant_type=refresh_token&refresh_token={refresh_token}
&client_id={id}&client_secret={secret}

https://oauth2-conductor.link-labs.com/oauth/token
https://oauth2-conductor.link-labs.com/oauth/token


For example:

grant_type=refresh_token&refresh_token={f41fc298-c829-4a2a-998b-fa7e2fe30636}
&client_id={id}&client_secret={secret}

5. A successful refresh request results in the same JSON response shown in Step 2, above.
6. If it necessary to revoke an active Access Token prior to its expiration time (analogous to a "logout"

operation of a session-based authentication scheme), a revocation request may be made using the Access
Token to be revoked:

POST: https://oauth2-conductor.link-labs.com/oauth2/revoke
Authorization: Bearer <accessToken>

For example:

Authorization: Bearer 0bff3b89-1570-4470-a498-7b3cfbf0b971

https://oauth2-conductor.link-labs.com/oauth2/revoke


Address ModelAddress Model

An Address is the unique identity associated with every Node (i.e., modules, gateways and repeaters) within
Conductor. An Address may also refer to the unique identity of a specific Link between a pair of Nodes.

Addresses are:

1. used to identify data items retrieved from Conductor.
2. provided to Conductor for the purpose of querying/filtering operations.
3. provided to Conductor to specify the target of a downlink operation (e.g. sending a command to a

module).

Node TypesNode Types

Node Types are 16-bit big endian integers, which are hard-coded into Conductor and used identify various types of
nodes. Conductor currently supports the following Node Types:



Hex ValueHex Value TypeType SubtypeSubtype

0x0101 Gateway Symphony Link

0x01FF Gateway Virtual-iOSApp

0x01FE Gateway Virtual-AndroidApp

0x0201 Repeater Symphony Link

0x0301 Module Symphony Link

0x0302 Module LoRaWAN



Node Type formattingNode Type formatting

Node Types are formatted as text via the following pattern:

$NNNN$

where NNNN represents the hex value of the given Node Type, with most significant zeros optionally removed for
conciseness. For example,

$301$

is a valid text representation for a Symphony Link Module.

Node IDsNode IDs

A Node ID uniquely identifies a specific Node within the scope of the Node Type.

The maximum supported size of a Node ID is a 128-bit big endian integer. In practice, the size of the Node ID is
defined by the applicable Node Type, as detailed in the following table.



Node CategoryNode Category SubtypeSubtype ID SizeID Size ID SourceID Source

Gateway Symphony Link 48 bits
eth0 MAC

address

Gateway Virtual-iOSApp 128 bits app installation

Gateway Virtual-AndroidApp 128 bits app installation

Repeater Symphony Link 36 bits manufacturing

Module Symphony Link 36 bits manufacturing

Module LoRaWAN 64 bits manufacturing



Node ID formattingNode ID formatting

Node IDs are formatted as text via the following quad pattern:

XXXXXXXX-XXXXXXXX-XXXXXXX-XXXXXXXXX (32-32-28-36 bits)

where the Xs represent a hex character. The most significant zeros within a quad may optionally be omitted for
compactness. Examples include the following:



ID (Hex)ID (Hex) DescriptionDescription Text FormattedText Formatted

0x12FACE007 36-bit ID 0-0-0-12FACE007

0xAABBCCDDEEFF 48-bit ID 0-0-AAB-BCCDDEEFF

0x1122334455667788 64-bit ID 0-0-1122334-455667788

0x1122334455667788

99AABBCCDDEEFF11
128-bit ID

11223344-55667788-

99AABBC-CDDEEFF11



Node AddressesNode Addresses

A Node Address is a globally unique address, which consists of a Node Type and a Node ID, together.

Node Address formattingNode Address formatting

Node Addresses are formatted as text via the following pattern, which is simply a concatenation of the Node Type and
Node ID formatting pattern:

$NNNN$XXXXXXXX-XXXXXXXX-XXXXXXX-XXXXXXXXX

where

• NNNN represents the hex value of the given Node Type, with most significant zeros optionally removed.  
• Xs represent a hex character, with most significant zeros within a quad optionally compacted to a single zero.  

For example,

$301$0-0-0-12FACE007

is a valid text representation for a Symphony Link Module whose ID is 0x12FACE007.

Link TypesLink Types

A Link Type is a 16-bit big endian integer used to identify the type of link between two Nodes.

Conductor currently supports the following Link Types:



Hex ValueHex Value TypeType SubtypeSubtype

0x0101 OTA Symphony Link

0x0102 OTA Semtech LoRaMAC

0x0103 OTA BLE

0x0201 Internet HTTP GET

0x0202 Internet HTTP POST

0x0203 Internet WebSocket

0x0FFD Gateway Gateway Mgmt App

0x0FFE Gateway Customer Socket



Link Type formattingLink Type formatting

Link Types are formatted as text via the following pattern:

!LLLL!

where LLLL represents the hex value of the given Link Type, with most significant zeros optionally removed. For
example,

!101!

is a valid text representation for a Symphony LoRa Link.

Link AddressesLink Addresses

A Link Address represents a Link between a pair of Nodes over a Link of a particular type. A Link Address therefore
contains the Node Addresses and the Link Type.

The order of the Node Addresses within a Link Address is important. The Node farthest from Conductor is listed first in
the Link Address. For example, in the Link Address of a Link between a Symphony Link Module and a Symphony Link
Gateway, the Node Address of the module is listed first and the Node Address of the gateway is listed last.

Link Address formattingLink Address formatting

A Link Address is formed by concatenating the far Node Address, the Link Type, and the near Node Address:

<FarNode><LinkType><NearNode>
$NNNN$X-X-X-X!LLLL!$NNNN$X-X-X-X

where

• NNNN represents the hex value of the each Node Type, with most significant zeros optionally removed.  
• Ns represent a hex character, with most significant zeros within a quad optionally compacted to a single zero.  

For example,

$301$0-0-0-12FACE007!101!$101$0-0-AAB-BCCDDEEFF

is a valid text representation for a Symphony Link Module (whose ID is 0x12FACE007) linked via an over-the-air
Symphony Link to a Symphony Link Gateway (whose ID is 0xAABBCCDDEEFF.



Client Edge APIsClient Edge APIs

The Client Edge APIs allow clients to access Uplink data from and send Downlink data to Network Assets.
Additionally, the Client Edge APIs expose the set of Network Assets which are valid Subjects of Uplink and
Downlink operations for the given client.

The Client Edge API base URL (ClientEdgeBaseClientEdgeBase) is https://clientedge-conductor.link-labs.com/clientEdge, which is
referred to as <ClientEdgeBaseClientEdgeBase> for short.

Additional Swagger documentation of the Client Edge APIs is maintained at https://clientedge-conductor.link-
labs.com/clientEdge/docs.html.

Client Edge Data APIClient Edge Data API

The Client Edge Data API allows clients to access data from Nodes (i.e., modules, repeaters and gateways) to which
they have access given their granted authorities.

In general, the Client Edge Data API is organized by:

• the data typedata type’s handled by Conductor, 
• the subject typesubject type’s supported by Conductor, 
• and specific subject idsubject id’s which are registered with Conductor. Here, the term subjectsubject refers to the subject of a

data query or subscription (the item or items whose data is to be accessed). 

Additionally, individual data events of every supported data type are exposed via their own unique URLs. Each of these
URLs includes the data type as well as the unique UUIDUUID-EventTimeEventTime pair of the given event.

Endpoints which comprise the Client Edge Data API take one of the following forms:

<ClientEdgeBase>/data/<dataType>/<subjectType>/<subjectId>

which is referred to using the shorthand <DataSubjectURLDataSubjectURL>, and

<ClientEdgeBase>/data/<dataType>/event/<UUID>/<eventTime>

which is referred to as <DataEventURLDataEventURL> for short.

The following definitions apply:

• DataTypeDataType -- The type/schema/format/content of the data item. See the Supported Data TypesSupported Data Types table, below. 
• SubjectTypeSubjectType -- The Subject of the query: the abstract or concrete thing being queried, which defines the scope

of the query. See the Supported Subject TypesSupported Subject Types table, below. 
• SubjectIdSubjectId -- The unique ID of the Subject of the query. The format of this ID is a function of the SubjectType.

See the Supported Subject TypesSupported Subject Types table, below. 
• UUIDUUID -- The unique 128-bit ID of a data event. 
• eventTimeeventTime -- The millisecond-precision timestamp of the event, in ISO 8601 format.

https://clientedge.conductor.link-labs.com/clientEdge
https://clientedge-conductor.link-labs.com/clientEdge/docs.html
https://clientedge-conductor.link-labs.com/clientEdge/docs.html


Supported Data TypesSupported Data Types

Data TypeData Type DescriptionDescription

uplinkPayload

Overall payload message uplinked

from a Node over the course of one or

more over-the-air uplink packets.

avgSignalMetadata

Signal quality metrics of a message,

averaged over each of the message’s

over-the-air packets.

gatewayStatus Periodic status report of a gateway.

Supported Subject TypesSupported Subject Types

Subject TypeSubject Type DescriptionDescription Subject ID FormatSubject ID Format

node
Data is scoped to the

specific Node.
<nodeAddress>

applicationToken

Data is scoped to all

modules associated with

the Application Token.

<80-bit Hex>

networkToken

Data is scoped to all

gateways associated

with the Network Token.

<32-bit Hex>

account

Data is scoped to all

Network Assets

associated with the

Account.

<accountId>



Client Edge Data Query APIClient Edge Data Query API

The Client Edge Data Query API consists of several different Subject based query types, each of which is summarized in
the Query TypesQuery Types table, below



Query TypesQuery Types

Query TypeQuery Type DescriptionDescription URL FormatURL Format

Time Range

Query the events

from the given

Subject after the

floor time and before

the ceiling time.

<DataSubjectURL>/events/

<ceilingTime>/<floorTime>

Most Recents

Query the most

recent events from

the given Subject at

the time of the

request.

<DataSubjectURL>/mostRecentEvents

Search

Query the events

from the given

Subject using

search parameters.

See the SearchSearch

ParametersParameters table

below.

<DataSubjectURL>/events?<searchParams>

Search ParametersSearch Parameters

ParameterParameter DescriptionDescription FormatFormat

before

Query the events from

the given Subject whose

timestamps are before

the given time.

?before=<ISO8601>

after

Query the events from

the given Subject whose

timestamps are after the

given time.

?after=<ISO8601>



f.<property>

Query the events from

the given Subject whose

given property evaluates

positively with respect to

the given operation and

reference value. See the

Filter OperationsFilter Operations table,

below.

?f.<property>=<operation>.<refValue>

Filter OperationsFilter Operations

ParameterParameter DescriptionDescription

EQ
Evaluates positively if the associated event’s

property is equal to the given reference value.

NEQ
Evaluates positively if the associated event’s

property is not equal to the given reference value.



Paging resultsPaging results

Client Edge will send back data in chunks for each request. If a request has more results that exist for the requested
time range, 2 flags will be set in the returned result set -- moreRecordsExist and nextPageId. If the moreRecordsExist
flag is true, the nextPageId property will be populated with an Id to pass in for the next query, to get the next set of
results as a query parameter of pageId.

Example:

Query 1: GET <clientEdgeBase>/clientEdge/data/uplinkPayload/applicationToken/1234567890abcdef1234/events/
2016-10-20T15:51:26.213/2016-10-15T15:50:26.213

Returns:

{

queryUrl: {

href: "/clientEdge/data/uplinkPayload/applicationToken/1234567890abcdef1234/events/
2016-10-20T15:51:26.213/2016-10-15T15:50:26.213"

},

subjectType: "applicationToken",

subject: "1234567890abcdef1234",

queryTime: "2016-10-20T16:59:27Z",

maxWTime: "2016-10-20T15:51:22.975",

minWTime: "2016-10-20T15:02:30.933",

resultCount: 1605,

moreRecordsExist: true,moreRecordsExist: true,

nextPageId: "2cc3aab3-d694-4dd2-9385-9e73244b4228",nextPageId: "2cc3aab3-d694-4dd2-9385-9e73244b4228",

results: [ {<events here>} ]

}

Query 2: GET <clientEdgeBase>/clientEdge/data/uplinkPayload/applicationToken/1234567890abcdef1234/events/
2016-10-20T15:51:26.213/2016-10-15T15:50:26.213?pageId=2cc3aab3-d694-4dd2-9385-9e73244b4228pageId=2cc3aab3-d694-4dd2-9385-9e73244b4228

Returns:

{

queryUrl: {

href: "/clientEdge/data/uplinkPayload/applicationToken/1234567890abcdef1234/events/
2016-10-20T15:51:26.213/2016-10-15T15:50:26.213"

},

subjectType: "applicationToken",



subject: "1234567890abcdef1234",

queryTime: "2016-10-20T16:59:35Z",

maxWTime: "2016-10-20T15:02:22.975",

minWTime: "2016-10-16T14:02:30.933",

resultCount: 564,

moreRecordsExist: false,moreRecordsExist: false,

results: [ {<events here>} ]

}

Example QueriesExample Queries

Query UplinkPayload events from a given Node which occur within a given Time Range:

GET: <ClientEdgeBase>/data/uplinkPayload/node/$301$0-0-0-35426be41/events/2015-09-
02T00:00:00/2015-09-01T00:00:00

Query the MostRecent AvgSignalMetadata events associated with a given Application Token:

GET: <ClientEdgeBase>/data/avgSignalMetadata/applicationToken/0123456789ABCDEF0123/
mostRecentEvents

Query the GatewayStatus events associated with a given Network Token which occur before a ceiling time, after a floor
time, and whose level property equals the value “Error”:

GET: <ClientEdgeBase>/data/gatewayStatus/networkToken/01234567/events?before=2015-09-
01T01:00:00&after=2015-09-01T00:00:00&f.level=EQ.Error

Client Edge Command APIClient Edge Command API

The Client Edge Command API allows clients to send Commands to Nodes.

There are two major sub-components of the Command API:

• CommandsCommands -- where clients define the intrinsic state of a given Command. 
• Issued CommandsIssued Commands -- where a given Command is issued to its target Node(s) and its status is made available

for monitoring.

CommandsCommands

Interaction with the Commands sub-component of the Command API takes the following form:

1. Define the desired binary payloadpayload of the Command. 
2. Optionally, define the communication requirementscommunication requirements of the Command. 



3. Present the payload and optional communication requirements to the Command API in the form of a set
of CommandPropertiesCommandProperties in order to obtain a handle to a unique CommandCommand object for the given
CommandProperties. 

Once a unique Command object has been defined, this same Command may be issued repeatedly to various target
Nodes if desired.

The specific Command Definition API request is:

POST: <ClientEdgeBase>/commands
Request: CommandProperties
Response: Command

A CommandProperties object is defined as:

{
"payloadHex": "0123456789ABCDEF",
"commReqs": {

"requiredAckRatio": 1.0,
"requiredSuccessfulAckRatio": 1.0,
"priority": 1,
"ttlMSecs": 60000

}
}

The fields of the CommandProperties object have the following meanings:

• payloadHex (required)payloadHex (required) -- The hexadecimal representation of the desired binary payload.    
• requiredAckRatio(optional)requiredAckRatio(optional) -- The required ratio of any type of acknowledgements (i.e. either success or

failure) from the targeted Nodes in order to consider the issuance of the given Command to be a success. 
• requiredSuccessfulAckRatio (optional)requiredSuccessfulAckRatio (optional) -- The required ratio of successful acknowledgement from the targeted

Nodes in order to consider the issuance of the given Command to be a success. 
• priority (optional)priority (optional) -- The priority level of the Command (greater values indicating greater priority) to be

considered during the propagation of the Command to its targeted Nodes. 
• ttlMSecs (optional)ttlMSecs (optional) -- The Time to Live expiration of the Command, in milliseconds from time of issuance, for

which acknowledgements from targeted Nodes will be accepted and considered as part of the overall success
of the issuance of the given Command.    

A Command object is defined as:

{
"self": {"href": "<ClientEdgeBase>/command/<commandId>"},
"commandId": "<id>",
"commandProperties": {..}

}

The fields of a Command object have the following meanings:



• commandIdcommandId -- The system-assigned unique ID of the command defined by the given CommandProperties.    
• commandPropertiescommandProperties -- The intrinsic CommandProperties which define the Command 

Issued CommandsIssued Commands

Interaction with the Issued Commands sub-component of the Command API takes the following form:

1. Obtain a handle on the Command which is to be issued (See the Commands section, above) 
2. Define the desired target Nodes of the given Command, either by: 

1. specifying the Node addresses to be targeted, requiring that Conductor look for recent activity
related to the targeted Nodes (Targeted Node styleTargeted Node style). 

2. specifying the explicit Link address over which to route the Command (Routed styleRouted style). 
3. defining the Command in the same step as targeting Nodes or specifying Links (CombinedCombined

stylestyle). 

3. Issue the Command and obtain a handle on the status monitoring URL for the given Issued Command. 
4. Monitor the status of Issued Command as desired until it is considered to be a Success or Failure given the

associated communication requirements. 

The specific Command Issuance API request is:

Targeted Node Style
POST: <ClientEdgeBase>/issuedCommands/<commandId>?since=<ISO8601>
Request: JSON array of Node Addresses to Target ["","",...""]
Response: IssuedCommand

Routed Style
POST: <ClientEdgeBase>/issuedCommands/routed/<commandId>
Request: JSON array of Link Addresses to Route over ["","",...""]
Response: IssuedCommand

Combined Style
POST: <ClientEdgeBase>/issueCommand
Request: CommandIssuanceInfo
Response: IssuedCommand

In the above, a CommandIssuanceInfo object is defined as:

{
"commandProperties": {...}
},
"commandTargets": {

"targetNodeAddresses": ["","",...""],
"routesSinceTime": "<ISO8601>"

},
"commandRoutes": {

"linkAddresses": ["","",...""]



}
}

The fields of the CommandIssuanceInfo object have the following meanings:

• commandProperties (required) --commandProperties (required) -- The intrinsic CommandProperties which define the Command. 
• targetNodeAddresses (optional) --targetNodeAddresses (optional) -- JSON array of Node Addresses to Target. 
• routesSinceTime (optional) --routesSinceTime (optional) -- The time after which recent activity for the given Node Addresses should be

considered when determining the set of Links to over which to Route. 
• linkAddresses (optional) --linkAddresses (optional) -- JSON array of Link Addresses over which to Route. 

NOTE: Either commandTargets or commandRoutes is optional, but not both.NOTE: Either commandTargets or commandRoutes is optional, but not both.

In the above, an IssuedCommand object is defined as:

{
"self": {"href": "<ClientEdgeBase>/issuedCommand/<issuanceId>"},
"issuanceId": "<id>",
"issuanceTime": "<ISO8601>",
"commandRel": {"href": "<ClientEdgeBase>/command/<commandId>"},
"downlinkStatusRel": {"href": "<ClientEdgeBase>/issuedCommand/<issuanceId>/status"},
"routeAssignments": [

{
"targetNode": "<nodeAddress>",
"assignedLink": "<linkAddress>"

}
],
"downlinkStatusDetailRels": [

{"href": "<ClientEdgeBase>/issuedCommand/<issuanceId>/statusDetail/<linkAddress>"}
]

}

Issued Command StatusIssued Command Status

The Issued Command Status endpoint allows clients to monitor the status of a previously issued command that is still
being tracked by Conductor.

The specific Issued Command Status API request is:

GET: <ClientEdgeBase>/issuedCommand/<issuanceId>/status
Request: N/A
Response: DownlinkStatus

In the above, the DownlinkStatus object is defined as:

{
"self": {"href": "<ClientEdgeBase>/issuedCommand/<issuanceId>/status"},



"downlinkItemRel": {"href": "<ClientEdgeBase>/issuedCommand/<issuanceId>"},
"statusTime": "<ISO8601>",
"status": "",
"statusInfo": ""

}

The fields of the DownlinkStatus object have the following meanings:

• statusTimestatusTime -- The applicable time for the given status of the given Issued Command. 
• statusstatus -- The status value. Valid values related to the status of the given Issued Command are: 

◦ PendingPending -- Has not yet expired and has not yet met its acknowledgement requirements.    
◦ ExpiredExpired -- Has not met its acknowledgement requirements within the Time to Live expiration of the

Command given its issuance time.    
◦ FailedFailed -- Has either not been able to be propagated to its intended targets or the intended targets

have not accepted it.    
◦ AcknowledgedSuccessfulAcknowledgedSuccessful -- Has met its successful acknowledgement requirements.    
◦ SuccessfulSuccessful -- Has met its acknowledgement requirements of any type.    

• statusInfo (optional)statusInfo (optional) -- Depending upon the status value, may contain additional info pertaining to how the
given status value was achieved.  

Issued Command Status DetailsIssued Command Status Details

The Issued Command Status Details endpoint allows clients to monitor the status of a specific route of a previously
issued command that is still being tracked by Conductor. These details are presented as history-of-propagation events
for the specific route.

The specific Issued Command Status Details API request is:

GET: <ClientEdgeBase>/issuedCommand/<issuanceId>/statusDetail/<linkAddress>
Request: N/A
Response: DownlinkStatusDetail

In the above, a DownlinkStatusDetail object is defined as:

{
"self": {"href": "<ClientEdgeBase>/issuedCommand/<issuanceId>/statusDetail/<linkAddress>

"},
"associatedDownlinkItemRel": {"href": "<ClientEdgeBase>/issuedCommand/<issuanceId>"},
"routeAssignment": {

"targetNode": "<nodeAddress>",
"assignedLink": "<linkAddress>"

},
"downlinkEvents": [

{
"stateTime": "<ISO8601>",
"state": "",
"payload": ""



}
]

}

The fields of the DownlinkStatus have the following meaning:

• stateTimestateTime -- The applicable time for the given state of the propagation of the Issued Command on the given
route. 

• statestate -- The state value. Valid values related to the state of the given Issued Command on the given route are: 
◦ IssuedIssued -- Has not yet been submitted to the gateway.    
◦ SubmittingSubmitting -- Is being submitted to the gateway.    
◦ SubmittedSubmitted -- Has been successfully submitted to the gateway.    
◦ SubmissionRejectedSubmissionRejected -- Has been rejected by the gateway.    
◦ SendingSending -- Gateway is sending to the intended target Node.    
◦ SentSent -- Gateway has successfully sent to the intended target Node.    
◦ SendFailedSendFailed -- Gateway has failed to send to the intended target Node.    
◦ ReceivedRejectedReceivedRejected -- Received but rejected by the intended target Node.    
◦ AcknowledgedAcknowledged -- Received and accepted by the intended target Node.    
◦ ExpiredExpired -- Has not met its acknowledgement requirements within the Time to Live expiration of the

Command given its issuance time.    

• payload (optional)payload (optional) -- Depending upon the state value, may contain a payload associated with the reporting of
the state back to Conductor. 

Client Edge Subscription APIClient Edge Subscription API

The Client Edge Subscription API allows clients to subscribe for event data and the data in near real-time as it is
generated. Client Edge provides different types of subscriptions to meet the needs of the client. Subscriptions are
created via the Subscription REST Api by posting to an endpoint. The body is an json formatted Subscription Request
that will be specific to the subscription type. In the Subscription request, the ChannelRequest specifies how the client
would like to receive data. This may be Websocket, tcp socket, ZeroMQ, HTTP post, etc. Available ChannelRequest
types are listed below, and will be added to over time.

POST <ClientEdgeBase>/data/<dataType>/<subjectType>/<subjectId>/subscriptions
body: application/json
{

"subscriptionProperties": {
"priority": 0,
"filterProperties": [

{
"name": "",
"value": ""

}
]

},
"channelRequest": {

"type": "",
"endpoint": "",
"properties": [



{
"name": "",
"value": ""

}
]

}
}

DataType, subjectType, and subjectId are the same available options as in the ClientEdge Data Query Api.

Websocket SubscriptionWebsocket Subscription

A Websocket Subscription is a type of short lived, session-based subscription. This subscriptions type provides
streaming data via the HTML 5 websockets standard. HTML 5 websockets are supported in the following browsers:

• IE 10+ 
• Firefox 11+ 
• Chrome 16+ 
• Safari 6+ 
• Opera 12.10+ 

To create a websocket subscription, the ChannelRequest would specify a type of WebSocket. This is a two-step
process. The first step is to register the subscription. At this point, the request is authenticated to ensure the client
has the proper permission for the subscription and subject. An authenticated client will get back a Subscription
response (json), which will point to the websocket URL that a client must hit to open the websocket and begin
streaming data.

For example, to subscribe to all data for a gateway, the request would be:

Request to register the subscription. Specify a channelRequest.type of Websocket. The other properties of
ChannelRequest are not needed in this case.

POST <ClientEdgeBase>/data/uplinkPayload/node/$101$0-0-0-feed12345/subscriptions
body: application/json
{

"subscriptionProperties": {
"filterProperties": [
]

},
"channelRequest": {

"type": "Websocket"
}

}

Response application/json. This response contains the websocketUrl url that a client can use to initiate a websocket
call.



{
"id":"a19b514d-7c55-4908-8866-5f800b41fc53",
"time":"20160111T175135.951",
"channels":[

{
"time":"20160111T175135.951",
"type":"Websocket",

"endpoint":"wss://clientedge-conductor.link-labs.com/clientEdge/websocket/a19b514d-7c55-
4908-8866-5f800b41fc53",

"properties":null,
"lifetimeEventCountActivity":null,
"recentEventCountActivity":null

}
],
"websocketUrl":{

"href":"wss://clientedge-conductor.link-labs.com/clientEdge/websocket/
a19b514d-7c55-4908-8866-5f800b41fc53",

"desc":"websocket subscription for uplinkPayload/node/$101$0-0-0-feed12345"
}

}

Available subscription types (with added notes about the specific implementation)

• WebsocketWebsocket
◦ channelRequest.type = "Websocket"
◦ two step process to get the websocket connected
◦ response contains websocketUrl

• ZeroMQ2ZeroMQ2
◦ wraps the event with data headers and information as to the type of event
◦ allows feedback to the client when the subscription is closed and why
◦ channelRequest.type = "ZeroMQ2"
◦ channelRequest.endpont = "tcp://xxxx"
◦ this is a 0MQ REP socket that is waiting for results
◦ single step process to get the subscription created

• Future Planned subscription types
◦ tcp - open a tcp socket and send to the user upon data event match
◦ HTTP Post - REST Post to client upon data event match
◦ Email - get notified via email for certain events
◦ Additional types as clients needs change

Websocket AuthenticationWebsocket Authentication

If the connection to a websocket endpoint occurs in the context of a web browser, then the authentication is handled
by the web browser. The credentials are the user’s Conductor username and password.

%22tcp://xxxx%22


ZeroMQ SubscriptionsZeroMQ Subscriptions

ZeroMQ subscriptions provide a way for a client to set up a ZeroMQ REQ/REP socket pair to stream events. The client
should set up a ZeroMQ REP socket "server" to listen for events. When the server receives an event, it must send a
Response json object back to acknowledge receipt of the event. If the acknowledgment is not received within 10
seconds, the ZeroMQ socket will be assumed to be dead and the subscription will be closed. It is recommended that
the client send the response right away after receiving the event, and not after processing the event in order to ensure
the channel stays alive.

The following list of types of events that may be sent:

• Required Response from ZeroMQ "server"Required Response from ZeroMQ "server"

{

"requestId":"8ae5942c-38f2-4e62-ae1d-1eb40534b062",

"responseStatus":{"OK":null},

"service":"Subscription",

"method":"Subscription",

"responseData":null

}

• Normal event flow to client serverNormal event flow to client server

{

"subscriptionId" : "dc05dfe9-d21c-45c8-a56b-5d1656919011",

"messageType" : "SubscriptionEvent",

"headers" : null,

"event" : {

"uuid" : "1a2dba0f-3ce1-416b-bf73-49c37a7ccf2c",

"time" : "2016-04-11T18:25:40.941",

"metadata" : {

"tags" : [ ],

"props" : {

"acctId" : "1",

"app_tok" : "1234567890abcdef1234",

"net_tok" : "abcdabcd",

"t_ingest" : "1460399141296"



}

},

"type" : "uplinkPayload",

"value" : {

"module" : "$301$0-0-0-030002467",

"linkType" : "257-SymphonyLoRa",

"gateway" : "$101$0-0-0-db9360af8",

"linkAddress" : null,

"startReceiveTime" : "2016-04-11T18:25:40.941",

"messageSequence" : "1",

"avgSignalMetadata" : {

"sourceAddress" : "$301$0-0-0-abcdef123",

"destAddress" : "$101$0-0-0-123456789",

"linkType" : "257-SymphonyLoRa",

"rssi" : -135.1999969482422,

"snr" : -7.25,

"chipNumber" : 0,

"bandwidth" : 72,

"codingRate" : 1,

"sf" : 7,

"channelNumber" : 65,

"frequency" : 913250000,

"crcValid" : true

},

"pld" : "feedface"

}

}

}



• Subscription closed by userSubscription closed by user

{

"subscriptionId" : "dc05dfe9-d21c-45c8-a56b-5d1656919011",

"messageType" : "UnsubscribeRequest",

"headers" : {

"matchedEventCount" : 365,

"ClosedReason" : "Requested by user",

"publishedEventCount" : 365

},

"event" : null

}

• Subscription closed due to errorSubscription closed due to error

{

"subscriptionId" : "8ae5942c-38f2-4e62-ae1d-1eb40534b062",

"messageType" : "Error",

"headers" : {

"matchedEventCount" : 2,

"ClosedReason" : "No response from after sending event",

"publishedEventCount" : 1

},

"event" : null

}

Example JavaScript code to connect to a Websocket Subscription previously generated forExample JavaScript code to connect to a Websocket Subscription previously generated for
Uplink DataUplink Data

var socket = new WebSocket('wss://clientedge-conductor.link-labs.com/clientEdge/websocket/
a19b514d-7c55-4908-8866-5f800b41fc53);
socket.onopen = function() {

console.log('Socket has been opened!');
};



socket.onmessage = function(message) {
console.log('Socket has received data: ' + message.data);
$('#uplinkPayloadData').append(message.data + '<br />');

};
socket.onclose = function() {

console.log('Socket has been closed!');
};
socket.onerror = function() {

console.log('Socket has received an error!');
};



Python UtilitiesPython Utilities



A Python wrapper of the Conductor API - conductor.pyA Python wrapper of the Conductor API - conductor.py

 The Conductor Python library is now on pypi, the Python package repo:

https://pypi.python.org/pypi/linklabs-conductor

This library wraps the Conductor APIs with Python classes. It is useful for scripting interactions with
Conductor. For Python users, using conductor.py is probably easier than using raw HTTP endpoints.

Installing the Conductor Python libraryInstalling the Conductor Python library

It is easy to install the Conductor library to Python 2.7.x using a package manager. For example, use pippip to install the
library from the command terminal by executing the following command:

pip install linklabs-conductor

Using conductor.pyUsing conductor.py

The following sections describe implementation of conductor.py.

BasicsBasics

All four classes (accounts, app tokens, modules, and gateways) support querying. So you can do:

messages = gateway.get_recent_messages(mins_back=24*60)

to get all of the messages received in the last 24 hours. There is also the get_messages_time_rangeget_messages_time_range method to get
messages for a more particular time range.

Retrieving Uplink DataRetrieving Uplink Data

You start everything with a ConductorAccount object. From there you can get other types of objects (modules,
gateways, app tokens) either by requesting an object in particular or requesting all objects of a certain type.

For example, this code snippet will store all of the gateways you own in a variable called gatewaysgateways:

import conductor
account = conductor.ConductorAccount('myusername', 'mypassword')
gateways = account.get_gateways()

Alternatively, you could request a particular gateway:

gateway = account.get_gateway('$101$0-0-0-123456789')

https://pypi.python.org/pypi/linklabs-conductor


The same can be done for modules and app tokens.

Getting uplink messages from a particular time range from a particular nodeGetting uplink messages from a particular time range from a particular node

As an example, you could use the following code to pull a list of all uplink messages from a particular node in the time
interval between start_timestart_time and stop_timestop_time:

import conductor
account = conductor.ConductorAccount('myusername', 'mypassword')
node = account.get_module('$301$0-0-0-123456789')
messages = node.get_messages_time_range(start_time, stop_time)

where start_timestart_time and stop_timestop_time are Python 'datetime.datetime' objects.

Getting most recent uplink messages from a particular nodeGetting most recent uplink messages from a particular node

Similarly, you could get a list of all messages received from that node in the last 'mins_backmins_back' minutes:

import conductor
account = conductor.ConductorAccount('myusername', 'mypassword')
node = account.get_module('$301$0-0-0-123456789')
messages = node.get_recent_messages(mins_back)

Getting uplink messages from a particular time range from an Application TokenGetting uplink messages from a particular time range from an Application Token

Quite often it is appropriate to query the uplink messages from all nodes assigned to the same Application Token. For
example, let's say your Conductor Account includes the application token 0123456789abcdef0123. You could get a list
of all messages received during the interval start_timestart_time to stop_timestop_time from all nodes registered to that application token
by doing:

import conductor
account = conductor.ConductorAccount('myusername', 'mypassword')
application = account.get_application_token('0123456789abcdef0123')
messages = application.get_messages_time_range(start_time, stop_time)

Setting up an uplink subscriptionSetting up an uplink subscription

conductor.py includes functionality to get uplink traffic using subscriptions (rather than Conductor's REST API). This
can be useful if you want to stream uplink data in real time.

Uplink subscription for a particular nodeUplink subscription for a particular node

The following example shows how to subscribe to the uplink coming from a particular node with the MAC address
$301$0-0-0-012345678:

import conductor
account = conductor.ConductorAccount('myusername', 'mypassword')



subject = account.get_module('$301$0-0-0-012345678')
for message in subject.subscribe_iter():

## do whatever you want with message, for example write it to a log
LOG.info(message)

Sending DownlinkSending Downlink

The module class is special in that it supports downlink. Once you have a handle to a specific module, you can send
downlink:

mod = account.get_module('$301$0-0-0-123456789')
message = mod.send_message('hello')

After you send the message, you can poll Conductor for the message's status:

status = message.get_status()

This will tell you if the message has been sent successfully, if it's pending, or if it expired (i.e., was never able to be sent
or ACK'd).



Command-line utility to send downlink messages -Command-line utility to send downlink messages -
send_command_client_edge.pysend_command_client_edge.py

A command-line utility to post a command from Conductor to a module. (Uses conductor.py)

send_command_client_edge.py

http://www.link-labs.com/wp-content/uploads/2015/12/send_command_client_edge.py_.zip


JavaScript SDKJavaScript SDK



Conductor JavaScript APIConductor JavaScript API

The Conductor JavaScript API is published at

http://conductor.link-labs.com/conductor-api.min.js

http://conductor.link-labs.com/conductor-api.min.js


IntroductionIntroduction

The Conductor JavaScript API allows web-based clients to access device and message data from Conductor. This
API abstraction includes elements from the access, clientEdge and networkAsset system calls. It provides a single
interface to build an integrated user experience. For example, the Conductor JavaScript API is used by the
Conductor web interface.



Getting StartedGetting Started

The basic workflow with the Conductor JavaScript wrapper is:

1. Load the API directly from conductor.link-labs.com
2. Create a session
3. Access data for streams as needed

Load the APILoad the API

Load the Conductor JavaScript API from http://conductor.link-labs.com/conductor-api.min.js along with other utility
libraries such as jquery and knockout.js. The jquery library is required and it provides AJAX and Promise
implementations. Knockout is optional.

<script src="//code.jquery.com/jquery-1.11.0.min.js"></script>
<script src="//cdnjs.cloudflare.com/ajax/libs/knockout/3.4.0/knockout-min.js"></script>
<script src="//conductor.link-labs.com/conductor-api.min.js"></script>

Create a sessionCreate a session

Create a Conductor object and initialize a session:

var conductor = new Conductor();
conductor.getSession().then( function onValidSession() {

// An authenticated Conductor account is available, proceed normally
}, function onInvalidSession() {

// In this case, the user does not have access to Conductor, so a
// login operation is necessary. The best practice is to redirect
// to a login page, and then return here once conductor.login()
// succeeds. This way, you avoid operating with the conductor object
// unless the session-based cookies are working correctly.
window.location = 'login.html';

});

Access dataAccess data

For a streaming client, the easiest way to access message traffic is to use an observable array data structure such as
the one in knockout.js. For example:

var dataType = 'gateway'; // could also be 'application', 'network', or 'node'
var dataHolder = {

gatewayId: '$101-0-0-0-xxxxxxxxx', // for nodeType=='gateway'

http://conductor.link-labs.com/conductor-api.min.js
http://knockoutjs.com


messages: new ko.ObservableArray()
}
conductor.attachMessages( dataType, dataHolder );
// Use dataHolder.messages as appropriate.
// sometime later…
conductor.detachMessages( dataType, dataHolder );



MethodsMethods

Conductor()Conductor()

Constructor for the Conductor API.

login( options )login( options )

optionsoptions - an object with the following keys:

• usernameusername - User name for the Conductor account, usually an email address.
• passwordpassword - Password for the Conductor account.

This API call logs into Conductor and creates a session, returning a Promise. The returned Promise-value includes
account information about the now authenticated user.

logout()logout()

Ends the current Conductor session, returning a Promise that resolves upon completion.

getSession()getSession()

Fetches the current session, if still valid. If the returned Promise object is resolved as a rejection, then the client should
create a new session using the loginlogin call.

getMessages( nodeType, nodeId, maxResults )getMessages( nodeType, nodeId, maxResults )

• nodeTypenodeType - type of data stream to access, could be ‘gateway’, ‘network’, ‘application’, or ‘module’ 
• nodeIdnodeId - the identifier appropriate for the node type. For example, if nodeType=’gateway’, then nodeId will be

of the form $101-0-0-0-xxxxxxxxx 
• maxResultsmaxResults - optional max number of messages to load, defaults to 20

This call loads messages for the given node type from Conductor as a single connection (without streaming or polling).
No messages older than 5 days will be returned. Returns a Promise that resolves to the requested data.

attachMessages( nodeType, streamOptions, decoder, options )attachMessages( nodeType, streamOptions, decoder, options )

• nodeTypenodeType - type of data stream to access, could be ‘gateway’, ‘network’, ‘application’, or ‘module’ 
• streamOptionsstreamOptions - an object with the following fields:

◦  gatewayIdgatewayId - identifier of the form $101-0-0-0-xxxxxxxxx, required when nodeType is ‘gateway’
◦  networkTokennetworkToken - 8 character hex string, required when nodeType is ‘network’ 
◦ applicationTokenapplicationToken - 20 character hex string, required when nodeType is ‘application’
◦  modulemodule - Identifier of the form $301-0-0-0-xxxxxxxxx, required when nodeType is ‘module’ 
◦ messagesmessages - Array, Array-like object (with push(), length, and shift() operations), or knockout

ObservableArray to be populated with messages from the data stream 

• decoderdecoder - An optional function that is called when each new message arrives. The call parameter is the
message that was just received. The return value must be a Promise. Once the returned Promise resolves
with success, the streamOptions.messages array will have the new message pushed into it. 

• optionsoptions - an optional object with the following field: 
◦ maxResultsmaxResults - The number of messages to hold in the streamOptions.messages array, default value is

20. This is also passed to Conductor at first connection as a maximum number of history messages
to pre-populate. 



Creates a streaming connection to Conductor and populates messages from the nodeType/nodeId combination as
they arrive. The first time a stream is attached, the JavaScript API will populate up to options.maxResults history
messages from the previous 5 days of traffic. Returns a Promise that resolves to the Conductor.Subscription object
that implements the streaming connection.

detachMessages( nodeType, streamOptions )detachMessages( nodeType, streamOptions )

Closes a stream created by the attachMessages operation. The nodeType and streamOptions.<gatewayId,
networkToken, applicationToken, or module> parameters must match the corresponding attachMessages call. There
is no return value.

issueCommand( payload, options )issueCommand( payload, options )

• payloadpayload - the hex string to send to the target module 
• optionsoptions - an object with the following required fields:

◦  modulemodule - the destination module for this message (or $301-0-0-0-fffffffff for broadcast) 
◦ gatewaygateway - An optional id for the gateway to use in routing. It is noAck - If false or omitted, then the

requiredAckRatio and requiredSuccessfulAckRatio commReqs options are both set to 0. If true, then
the values will be 1. 

Sends a hex payload to the given destination. If a gateway is provided, then the message will use Conductor’s
commandRoutes mode for transmission. Otherwise, commandTargets mode is used. All messages sent with this API
wrapper have a ttl of 60 seconds. The return value is a Promise that resolves to Conductor’s envelope information
about the command.

loadGateways()loadGateways()

Loads all gateways in the current session’s account, returning a Promise that resolves into the known Gateway objects.

updateGateway( gatewayInfo )updateGateway( gatewayInfo )

• gatewayInfogatewayInfo - an object with the following fields:
◦ apiBaseapiBase - the URL for this gateway (rel.href) as returned by the loadGateways() call
◦ gatewayNamegatewayName - new name for the gateway

Updates the name of a given gateway, returning a Promise that resolves upon completion.

registerGateway( args )registerGateway( args )

• argsargs - an object with the following fields: 
◦ gatewayIdgatewayId - the id of the gateway to register 
◦ networkTokennetworkToken - the network token to assign to this gateway 

Updates the network token registration for the given gateway, returning a Promise that resolves upon completion.

loadNetworks()loadNetworks()

Loads all network tokens in the current session’s account, returning a Promise that resolves into the known Network
objects. Universal (Open) network(s) are also discovered as a side effect.

updateNetwork( networkInfo )updateNetwork( networkInfo )

• networkInfonetworkInfo - an object with the following fields:
◦  apiBaseapiBase - the URL for this network (rel.href) as returned by the loadNetworks() call. 



◦ networkNamenetworkName - new name for the network token 

Updates the friendly name of a given network token, returning a Promise that resolves upon completion.

loadApplications()loadApplications()

Loads all application ids in the current session’s account, returning a Promise that resolves into the know Application
objects.

updateApplication( applicationInfo )updateApplication( applicationInfo )

• applicationInfoapplicationInfo - an object with the following fields:
◦ apiBaseapiBase - the URL for this network (rel.href) as returned by the loadApplications() call
◦ applicationNameapplicationName - new name for the application id

Updates the friendly name of a given application, returning a Promise that resolves upon completion.

createApplication( applicationName )createApplication( applicationName )

• applicationNameapplicationName - optional name for the newly created application id. Default value is a name derived from
the username and current time. 

Creates a new application id and associates it with the current account. Returns a Promise that resolves upon
completion of the creation process.

loadApplicationStats( options )loadApplicationStats( options )

• optionsoptions - an optional object with the following field: 
◦ refreshRaterefreshRate - time, in milliseconds, between poll updates to refresh the module list 

Accesses Conductor to find all modules registered to this account, updating the various data structures returned from
loadApplications(), loadGateways(), and loadNetworks(). Returns a Promise that resolves upon the first completion of
the Conductor call. If refresh is enabled (with a value greater than 0 ms), then subsequent calls will not have an effect
on the Promise.

loadUsers()loadUsers()

Loads all users in the current session’s account, returning a Promise that resolves into the known User objects.

updateUser( userInfo )updateUser( userInfo )

• userInfouserInfo - An object with at least one of the following fields - namename, companycompany, phoneNumberphoneNumber, address1address1,
address2address2, citycity, statestate, zipCodezipCode, countrycountry. In addition, the following field is required:

◦  apiBaseapiBase - the URL for this user (rel.href) as returned by the loadUsers() call 

Updates the personal information for the given user. Returns a Promise that resolves upon successful update of the
user.

updatePassword( userInfo, oldPassword, newPassword )updatePassword( userInfo, oldPassword, newPassword )

• userInfouserInfo - an object with the following fields:
◦  apiBaseapiBase - the URL for this user (rel.href) as returned by the loadUsers() call.
◦  emailemail - the user’s login name (usually an email address) 



• oldPasswordoldPassword - the old password on the account 
• newPasswordnewPassword - the desired replacement password 

Updates the user’s password. Unlike most other calls in this API wrapper, updatePassword() does not use the current
session. This call returns a Promise that resolves upon successful completion of the change operation, logout, login,
and getSession. The Promise may reject upon a failure at any of those steps, so refer to the Promise’s value for a
description of how it failed.

createUser( userInfo )createUser( userInfo )

• userInfouserInfo - An object with the new user’s emailemail, passwordpassword, and namename. Additional fields such as companycompany,
phoneNumberphoneNumber, address1address1, address2address2, citycity, statestate, zipCodezipCode, and countrycountry are optional. 

Creates a new user. If there is an authenticated session, then the new user will be provisioned as a member of the
current account. Otherwise, the user will be anonymously provisioned. Returns a Promise that resolves with the new
user’s information upon completion of the provisioning process.



API DocumentationAPI Documentation



Client Edge APIClient Edge API

Documentation of the Client Edge API is maintained using Swagger.

Client Edge API

https://clientedge-conductor.link-labs.com/clientEdge/docs.html


Full APIFull API

Documentation of the Conductor APIs is maintained using Swagger.

All Conductor APIs

http://docs.conductor.link-labs.com
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